Application to present research for discussion in the Crit  
[Part II of the Short Course “Activism, Advocacy, and(vs Scholarship: The Methods Studio”)]

Please use this application form and limit yourself to 2 pages, double spaced. Send it to the Methods Studio organizers [dvora.yanow@wur.nl, psshea@poli-sci.utah.edu] no later than May 15; we aim to reply by May 29. Open to all subfields, all interpretive methods, all levels/ranks.

Name: ______________________________
Institutional affiliation: _________________________
Email address: ________________________________

Ph.D. student? at what stage (starting research, finished research, writing up)? __________
Postdoc? Year Ph.D. granted __________
Faculty? rank ____________________
Independent researcher? Highest degree _______ Year received ________

1. Focus of the research project you wish to discuss at the Crit (1 sentence):

2. Summary of research focus/question (1 paragraph):

3. Types (“genres”) of data used in this research project:

4. Methods [to be] used (distinguish between methods for generating data and methods for analyzing them, where appropriate):

5. Methods questions [up to 3] concerning this research project which you would be bringing to the Crit: